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analyses and computer modeling of the el
web forming process provide better insights in
method and serve as a powerful tool for en
development. Numerical results were obt
presented for a range of processing variable
 
INTRODUCTION 
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electrostatic field and constructed mathematical 
models by integrating the governing equations with a 
model that describes the fiber configuration. The 
model considered different electrostatic field 
strengths and airflow fields. The geometrical 
configurations of a computational region (the region 
in which fiber movement and web formation take 
place) were deduced. The computational region 
configuration is the determining factor in designing 
and engineering the real equipment. A numerical 
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ate the simulated 
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different conditions were analyzed using the 
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origin is located at the center of the bottom of the 
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 
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ANALYSIS OF FORCES ACTING ON A FIBER 
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Figure 2a. Forces acting on a fiber element, (b): Forces acting on 

one sphere 
 
The electrostatic force and air drag on the fiber then 
can be computed from equations 2 and 4. 
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fiber movement, the extension of a fiber is neglected 
and so the length of every single segment (Li in 
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Initial conditions include fiber initial speed,
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Fibers in the model were simulated as 0.02 m long 
staple fibers. The parameters of three types of fiber 
(rayon, polyester and nylon) are listed in Table I. The 
simulated fibers were considered to be negatively 
charged at 4.0 X 10-11 C. This charge was imparted 
by contacting the high negative potential with the 
aspirator surface. 
 

Table I. Fiber Properties 
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Figure 3. Fiber movement in the original design 
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Fiber Orientation 
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Figure 4. Change of fiber orientation in the electrost
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entered the electrostatic field, nylon fiber gained the 
highest acceleration before reaching equilibrium 
(constant speed) since it has the smallest density. The 
air drag increased with square of fiber speed, but 
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Figure 7 shows the influence of fiber diameter on 
fiber speed. Modeled fibers were PET fibers with the 
same incident angle of 20 degrees and initial speed of 
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